Abstract. This article makes a comparative evaluation of quasi-delay-insensitive (QDI
INTRODUCTION
The International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS 2.0) [1] has identified design for variability as one of the key challenges for nanoelectronics. Process variability and device variability have assumed more significance in the nanoelectronics era compared to the microelectronics era. This is because random dopant and atomistic fluctuations, high heat flux, negative bias temperature instability, electro-migration, hot carrier effects, stress-induced variation, process-induced defects, electrostatic discharge, and metrology and other manufacturing issues have become more prominent in the nanoelectronics era compared to the microelectronics era. To overcome these issues, solutions are being developed at various levels such as at material-level, process-level, device-level, circuit-level, and the system-level [2] .
At the circuit-level, the QDI 1 asynchronous design method [3] employing delayinsensitive code(s) for data representation and processing and a 4-phase handshake protocol for data communication is considered to be robust and is construed to be a viable alternative to the synchronous design method [4] . This is because QDI circuits encompass several advantages [5] such as low power [6 -9] , tolerance to noise and electromagnetic interference [10 -12] , ability to withstand process, voltage and temperature variations [13] [14], self-checking [15] , resistant to side channel attacks in the case of secure applications [16 -19] etc.
In general, QDI circuits widely employ the delay-insensitive dual-rail data encoding and the 4-phase RTZ handshaking [20] . However, a new 4-phase RTO handshake protocol was proposed [21] for QDI circuits. Based on a few case studies [22] [23] , it was reported that QDI circuits which correspond to the RTO protocol report better design metrics than their QDI circuit counterparts adhering to the RTZ protocol. QDI circuits performing data transactions based on either the RTZ or the RTO protocol are robust. QDI circuits and systems are guaranteed to be correct by construction since they adopt unbounded delay models for gates and wires, with the only exception of isochronic forks 2 [24] which represent the weakest compromise to delay-insensitivity.
In this work, the adder which forms an important datapath of any processing unit is considered for the analysis to compare the efficiency of the RTO protocol versus the RTZ protocol. Various adder architectures such as the ripple carry adder (RCA), the carry lookahead adder (CLA), and the carry select adder (CSLA) are considered for QDI implementation based on the RTZ and RTO protocols to perform a comprehensive comparative evaluation. This work builds upon [25] , wherein only the RCA architecture was considered to comparatively evaluate the RTZ and RTO protocols.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of: i) QDI circuit operation encompassing delay-insensitive data encoding and data transaction using the RTZ and RTO handshake protocols, and ii) the types of QDI circuits, their timing characteristics, and their general properties. Section 3 presents the logic rules for transforming QDI circuits corresponding to the RTZ protocol into QDI circuits adhering to the RTO protocol and vice-versa. Also, some circuit illustrations are provided in this section. Section 4 presents the simulation results corresponding to several 32-bit QDI RCAs, CLAs, and CSLAs, implemented using delay-insensitive dual-rail data encoding and adhering to RTZ and RTO handshaking. The QDI adders realized correspond to strong-indication, weak-indication, and early output. Section 5 provides the conclusions.
QDI CIRCUIT OPERATION, TYPES AND PROPERTIES

Operation of QDI Circuit
The architecture of a QDI circuit is correlated with the sender (SX) and receiver (RX) analogy in Figure 1a . The QDI circuit is sandwiched between the current stage and the next stage register banks. A register in a QDI design is a 2-input C-element that is represented by the circle with the marking C in the figures. The C-element outputs binary 1 or 0 only if all its inputs are binary 1 or 0 respectively and would maintain its existing steady-state even if any of its inputs is different. A single-rail data wire X is encoded using the dual-rail code [26] into two data wires as X1 and X0. Based on the RTZ protocol [20] , the data X = 1 is represented by X1 = 1 and X0 = 0, and the data X = 0 is represented by X0 = 1 and X1 = 0. X1 = X0 = 0 represents the spacer. X1 = X0 = 1 is invalid since the coding scheme is unordered [27] and where no code word is allowed to be a subset of another code word. According to the RTZ protocol, the application of primary inputs to a QDI circuit should follow the sequence: data-spacer-data-spacer, and so forth, with each input data followed by the RTZ of the encoded data wires. Note that binary 1 is used to represent data with respect to the RTZ protocol. On the other hand, according to the RTO protocol [21] , binary 0 is used to represent data. As per the RTO protocol, the valid data Y = 1 is represented by Y1 = 0 and Y0 = 1, and Y = 0 is represented by Y0 = 0 and Y1 = 1. The spacer is represented by Y0 = Y1 = 1. Y1 = Y0 = 0 is deemed invalid since the coding scheme is unordered. As per the RTO protocol, the application of primary inputs to a QDI circuit follows the sequence: spacer-data-spacer-data, and so forth, with each input data followed by the RTO of the encoded data wires.
The 4-phase handshake protocol, whether it is RTZ or RTO, consists of four phases which will be explained with reference to Figure 1a by considering dual-rail encoded data. However, the explanation would be applicable for data represented using any delayinsensitive 1-of-n code [26] . As per the RTZ protocol, in the first phase, the dual-rail data bus shown in Figure 1a which is specified by (X1, X0), (Y1, Y0), and (Z1, Z0) is in the spacer state, and ACKIN is high. SX transmits data and this results in rising signal transitions on anyone of the corresponding dual rails of the entire dual-rail data bus. In the second phase, RX receives the data sent, and it drives ACKOUT high. In the third phase, SX waits for ACKIN to go low and then resets the entire dual-rail data bus to the spacer state i.e. all 0s. In the fourth phase, after an unbounded but a finite and positive time, RX would drive ACKOUT low i.e. ACKIN becomes high. With this one data transaction is said to be complete, and the asynchronous circuit is ready to proceed with the next data transaction. An example completion detector, which comprises the dual-rail encoded primary inputs (X1, X0), (Y1, Y0), and (Z1, Z0), that indicates or acknowledges the receipt of data and the all zeroes spacer on the primary inputs through its output CDRTZ is illustrated in Figure 1b With respect to the RTO handshake protocol, in the first phase, ACKIN is 1. SX would transmit the spacer i.e. all 1s, and this causes rising signal transitions on all the rails of the dual-rail data bus. In the second phase, RX receives the spacer sent, and it drives ACKOUT high. In the third phase, TX waits for ACKIN to assume 0 and then sends the input data by resetting any one of the corresponding dual-rails of the entire dual-rail data bus. Then in the fourth phase, after an unbounded but a finite and positive time, RX would drive ACKOUT low i.e. ACKIN becomes high. With this one data transaction is said to be complete, and the QDI circuit is ready to commence the next data transaction. An example completion detector that comprises the dual-rail encoded primary inputs (X1, X0), (Y1, Y0), and (Z1, Z0), which indicates the receipt of data and the all ones spacer on the primary inputs through its output CDRTO is depicted by Figure 1c . This completion detector corresponds to the RTO protocol.
Types of QDI Circuits
QDI circuits are classified as strongly indicating, weakly indicating, and early output types [28] . A strong-indication QDI circuit [29] [30] waits to receive all the primary inputs, whether they are data or spacer, and then starts data processing to produce the required primary outputs. A weak-indication QDI circuit [29] [31] would produce some of the primary outputs after receiving a subset of the primary inputs. However, the production of at least one primary output is delayed till the last primary input is received. An early output QDI circuit [32] [33] is the most relaxed of the three in that it is able to produce all the primary outputs after receiving a subset of the primary inputs. If an early output QDI circuit produces data early, it is said to be of early set type, and if an early output QDI circuit assumes the spacer state early, it is said to be of early reset type. The input-output timing behaviour of strong-indication, weak-indication, and early output QDI circuits is captured by Figure 2 . The early set and reset behaviours are shown in Figure 2 . 
General Properties of QDI Circuits
QDI circuits, regardless of whether they are strongly indicating or weakly indicating or early output type, have some properties in common. Firstly, QDI circuits should be free of wire and gate orphans [34] [35] . A wire orphan refers to an unacknowledged signal transition on a wire. The wire orphan problem, if any, can be resolved through the isochronic fork assumption. A gate orphan is an unacknowledged signal transition on an intermediate gate output. The gate orphan problem is difficult to resolve and to overcome it, sophisticated timing assumption(s) might be required. Secondly, QDI circuits tend to satisfy the monotonic cover constraint [16] , which implies the activation of a unique signal path from a primary input to a primary output for each input data applied. The monotonic cover constraint is implicit in a disjoint sum-of-products expression [36] , which is used to synthesize a QDI circuit. In a disjoint sum-of-products expression, the product terms are mutually orthogonal, i.e. the logical conjunction of any two product terms in a disjoint sum-of-products expression yields null [37 -39] . Thirdly, the signal transitions ripple monotonically [40] from the first logic level up to the last logic level in a QDI circuit [41] . The transitions either increase or decrease monotonically. For a QDI circuit that adheres to the RTZ protocol, for the application of data, the transitions would increase monotonically and for the application of spacer, the transitions would decrease monotonically. On the contrary, for a QDI circuit adhering to the RTO protocol, for the application of spacer, the transitions would increase monotonically, and for the application of data, the transitions would decrease monotonically throughout the circuit.
It is important to ascertain the type of a QDI circuit when it is composed using many QDI sub-circuits, as is common in the design of QDI arithmetic circuits. In general, a cascade of strong-indication or weak-indication or early output QDI sub-circuits yields a strong-indication or a weak-indication or an early output QDI circuit respectively. Sometimes there might be an exception when composing early output QDI sub-circuits. For example, it was noted in [42] [43] that a cascade of early output QDI full adders led to a relative-timed RCA, whereas in [33] [44] a cascade of early output QDI full adders led to an early output RCA. This might be because in terms of robustness, the strong-indication timing model tops the hierarchy followed by the weak-indication timing model, which is succeeded by the early output timing model. The relative-timing model is not QDI and is the least robust of the asynchronous timing models described. Relative-timed asynchronous circuits [45] require explicit and perhaps complicated timing assumptions to ensure their safe operation but could exhibit more optimized design metrics compared to the QDI circuits. Hence, in the case of relative-timing, the robustness is traded off for greater design optimization [46] . Further, a cascade of QDI sub-circuits with more robust and less robust timing models generally causes the least robust timing model to be ascribed to the resultant QDI circuit. For example, a cascade of strong-indication and weak-indication QDI subcircuits leads to a weak-indication QDI circuit. A cascade of strong-indication and/or weakindication QDI sub-circuits and early output QDI sub-circuit(s) leads to an early output QDI circuit.
3. LOGIC RULES FOR RTZ TO RTO AND VICE-VERSA PROTOCOL CONVERSION QDI circuits, regardless of whether they correspond to the RTZ or the RTO protocol, when physically realized, generally consist of C-elements 3 and simple and complex logic gates. Any C-elements used in a QDI circuit, whether they correspond to the RTZ or the RTO protocol, would remain unchanged and their inputs would also be unchanged when transforming a QDI circuit which adheres to the RTZ protocol into a QDI circuit which corresponds to the RTO protocol and vice-versa. The logic transformation rules to be discussed below, which could facilitate the RTZ to RTO and vice-versa protocol conversion are applicable only to the discrete and complex logic gates comprising the respective circuits and excludes any C-elements. The logic transformation rules for the handshake protocols conversion tend to obey the well-established duality principle of Boolean algebra. The duality principle [47] states that every algebraic expression that is deduced using the postulates of Boolean algebra remains valid if the logical operators and identity elements are interchanged. Herein, it implies that for the RTZ to RTO protocol conversion the AND operator should be replaced by the OR operator and the OR operator should be replaced by the AND operator; the reverse is applicable for the RTO to RTZ protocol conversion. An example set of logic transformation rules for the handshake protocols conversion and their proofs by induction are provided below. These rules may be extended without any loss of generality depending upon a QDI circuit composition.
RTZ: P + Q ↔ RTO: PQ
RTZ: P + QR ↔ RTO: P (Q + R)
RTZ: PQ + RS ↔ RTO: (P + Q) (R + S)
The function (P + Q) corresponding to the RTZ protocol, given in (1), is implemented using a 2-input OR gate, and the RTO equivalent viz. PQ is implemented using a 2-input AND gate. Table 1 shows the proof by induction for (1). The 2-input OR and AND gates are simple logic gates present in a standard digital cell library [48] . The function (P + QR) corresponding to the RTZ protocol, given in (2), can be implemented using the AO21 gate and its RTO equivalent viz. P (Q + R) can be implemented using the OA21 gate. Table 2 shows the proof by induction for (2) . The function (PQ + RS) corresponding to the RTZ protocol, given in (3), can be implemented using the AO22 gate and the RTO equivalent i.e. (P + Q) (R + S) can be implemented using the OA22 gate. Table 3 shows the proof by induction for (3). The AO21, OA21, AO22 and OA22 gates are complex logic gates present in a standard digital cell library [48] . Recall that binary 1 is used to represent the data with respect to the RTZ protocol and binary 0 is used to represent the data with respect to the RTO protocol after data encoding. This is conformance with the duality property of Boolean algebra, which states that identity elements can be interchanged [47] . As mentioned in Section 2.1, the zeroes spacer is used in the case of the RTZ protocol and the ones spacer is used in the case of the RTO protocol. Given these, it can be seen from Table 1 that if the input P or Q is 1, which indicates the data with respect to the RTZ protocol, (P + Q) would yield 1, and when P and Q are 0 then (P + Q) would yield 0 indicating the RTZ state. On the other hand, if either P or Q is 0 in Table 1 , which indicates the data based on the RTO protocol, PQ would evaluate to 0, and when P and Q are 1, PQ would evaluate to 1, which indicates the RTO state.
In Tables 2 and 3 , sub-functions are additionally introduced for the sakes of clarity and illustration. In the case of Table 2 , if P or QR is 1, then (P + QR) evaluates to 1 signifying the data according to the RTZ protocol, and if P and QR are 0, then (P + QR) evaluates to 0 signifying the RTZ state. If P or (Q + R) is 0, then P (Q + R) evaluates to 0 signifying the data according to the RTO protocol, and if P and (Q + R) are 1, then P (Q + R) evaluates to 1 signifying the RTO state. With respect to Table 3 , if PQ or RS is 1, then (PQ + RS) evaluates to 1 signifying the data as per the RTZ protocol, and if PQ and RS are 0, then (PQ + RS) evaluates to 0 signifying the RTZ state. However, if (P + Q) or (R + S) is 0, then (P + Q) (R + S) evaluates to 0 signifying the data as per the RTO protocol. Supposing (P + Q) and (R + S) are 1, then (P + Q) (R + S) would evaluate to 1 signifying the RTO state. Example circuits to illustrate the conversion from RTZ to RTO protocol and viceversa are shown in Figure 3 . [33] , corresponding to (e) RTZ handshaking (early reset type) and (f) RTO handshaking (early set type) Figure 3 portrays strong-indication, weak-indication and early output implementations of the full adder. The full adder adds an augend and an addend along with a carry input and produces the sum output and any carry overflow. In Figure 3 , (A1, A0), (B1, B0) and (CIN1, CIN0) represent the dual-rail augend, addend and carry inputs of the full adders, and (SUM1, SUM0) and (COUT1, COUT0) represent the dual-rail sum and carry outputs. Figures 3a, 3c and 3e depict full adder implementations which correspond to the RTZ protocol, and Figures 3b, 3d and 3f show the respective full adder realizations which correspond to the RTO protocol. The 2-input OR gates, AO21 gates and AO22 gates of Figures 3a, 3c and 3e are replaced by 2-input AND gates, OA21 gates and OA22 gates respectively in Figures 3b, 3d and 3f, in accordance with (1), (2) and (3), given earlier.
Note that there is no change whatsoever in the inputs or outputs of the corresponding circuits belonging to the RTZ and the RTO protocols in Figure 3 . Moreover, the 2-input C-elements and their corresponding inputs remain unchanged.
SIMULATION RESULTS
Several 32-bit QDI RCAs [49 -55] , CLAs [56] [57] and CSLAs [58] were semicustom realized using the standard digital library cells of a 32/28nm CMOS process [48] . The 2-input C-element was alone custom realized by modifying the AO222 complex gate by introducing feedback. The 2-input C-element was realized using 12 transistors and was made available to implement the various QDI adders, which correspond to RTZ and RTO protocols. Any high-input C-element functionality, wherever likely in an adder design, was safely decomposed in QDI style [59] to avoid the problem of gate orphans.
About 1000 random input vectors were identically supplied to all the QDI adders through a test bench at time intervals of 20ns to perform the functional simulations and to capture their respective switching activities. The value change dump (.vcd) files generated through the functional simulations were used to estimate the average power dissipation. The worst-case (forward) latency, i.e. the critical path delay and the area of the QDI adders were also estimated. A default wire load model was considered while estimating the design metrics to include the effect of parasitic in the simulations. The design metrics viz. latency, area, and average power dissipation, estimated for the various QDI adders, which correspond to the RTZ and RTO protocols are given in Table 4 . The input registers and the completion detectors of the various QDI adders corresponding to the RTZ and RTO protocols are respectively identical. So the differences between their design metrics can be attributed to the respective differences between their function blocks.
Before discussing the results, it should be noted that the focus of this article is not to comment on the efficiency of various adder architectures or about the type of the adders with relation to latency or area or power optimization, and these have already been discussed in the published literature. Rather, the intent of this article is to provide a comparison between the design metrics of different QDI adders based on their realization using RTZ and RTO protocols, and eventually to arrive at a general conclusion regarding which of these handshake protocols is more preferable to potentially achieve enhanced optimizations in the design metrics regardless of the extent of optimization achievable. The improvements in the design metrics which may be achieved by one protocol over the other could in part be explained as due to the differences in the implementation. However, the extent of optimizations in the design metrics achievable would also depend on the digital cell library targeted, the technology node and the PVT corner chosen to perform the simulations. Thus the results given in Table 4 are to be used as a reference to guide the choice of a 4-phase handshake protocol for the effective design of QDI circuits. Overall, it can be observed from Table 4 that the QDI adders based on the RTO protocol feature less latency (and hence less cycle time) and power dissipation and occupy almost the same area than their QDI adder counterparts based on the RTZ protocol. The completion detector of a QDI circuit corresponding to the RTZ protocol consists of a series of 2-input OR gates whose outputs are synchronized by a C-element tree. On the other hand, the completion detector of a QDI circuit adhering to the RTO protocol comprises a series of 2-input AND gates whose outputs are synchronized by a tree of C-elements. Further, any 2-input OR gates present in the functional block(s) of a QDI adder corresponding to the RTZ protocol would be replaced by 2-input AND gates in the functional block(s) of a QDI adder counterpart adhering to the RTO protocol. In static CMOS implementations, it is well known that the OR gate is more expensive than the AND gate in terms of delay, area, and power dissipation [61] due to the series stacking of pMOS transistors in the pull-up network of the former contrary to the parallel stacking of pMOS transistors in the pull-up network of the latter. Hence the use of 2-input AND gates instead of 2-input OR gates in the QDI adders and their respective completion detectors implies better optimized design metrics can be expected for the RTO protocol compared to the RTZ protocol.
In Table 4 , it can be noticed that in some scenarios the areas of the QDI adders corresponding to the RTZ and RTO protocols are the same. For examples, the nonuniform 32-bit CSLA with the input partition of 8-7-6-4-3-2-2 and the uniform 32-bit CSLA with the input partition of 8-8-8-8 occupy similar areas with respect to both the handshake protocols. The non-uniform and uniform QDI CSLAs, highlighted in Table 4 , are constructed using the early output full adder of [33] , and the strongly indicating 2:1 multiplexer (MUX) of [60] . With respect to the RTZ protocol, the early output full adder of [33] consists of four AO22 gates, four 2-input C-elements and two 2-input OR gates, as shown in Figure 3e . Based on the RTO protocol, the early output full adder of [33] would comprise four OA22 gates, four 2-input C-elements and two 2-input AND gates, as shown in Figure 3f . The strongly indicating 2:1 MUX design of [60] , which is called SIDCO, requires seven 2-input C-elements and four 2-input OR gates for realization based on the RTZ protocol. On the other hand, for implementation based on the RTO protocol, the strongly indicating 2:1 MUX design would require seven 2-input C-elements and four 2-input AND gates. The AO22 and OA22 gates of the digital cell library [48] have the same area of 2.54µm 2 , and the 2-input OR gate and the 2-input AND gate occupy the same area of 2.03µm 2 . As a result, the areas of the full adder and the 2:1 MUX of a QDI CSLA would be the same regardless of the handshake protocol adopted. This explains why the non-uniform and uniform QDI CSLAs in Table 4 feature the same area with respect to both RTZ and RTO protocols. Although the areas of AO22 and OA22 gates, and the areas of the 2-input OR gate and the 2-input AND gate are the same in [48] , their corresponding delay and power dissipation values are different. This is the reason why the QDI CSLAs based on the RTO protocol have less latency and power dissipation than the QDI CSLAs based on the RTZ protocol, as seen in Table 4 .
Having similar cell areas for the dual logic gates viz. OR and AND, AO21 and OA21, AO22 and OA22 etc. in [48] is rather uncommon in the case of commercial standard cell libraries. The standard digital cell library [48] does not have foundry support and is meant for use for academic teaching and research. Hence, it may be safely hypothesized that if a commercial digital cell library is used for the physical implementation of the QDI adders given in Table 4 , then the RTO protocol would facilitate higher percentage optimizations in the design metrics than the RTZ protocol and therefore the improvements in the design metrics reported in Table 4 would tend to serve as a baseline.
CONCLUSIONS
This article discussed the implementation of various QDI adders, which correspond to diverse architectures and timing regimes by utilizing the delay-insensitive dual-rail code, based on the 4-phase RTZ and RTO handshake protocols. The logic transformation rules governing the circuit conversions between RTZ and RTO protocols were presented, and their proofs by induction were also provided. The simulations were performed by using a 32/28nm CMOS process. The simulation results show that QDI adders corresponding to the RTO protocol generically feature improved design parameters than the QDI adder counterparts which adhere to the RTZ protocol. Hence it is concluded that the 4-phase RTO protocol is potentially more efficient than the 4-phase RTZ protocol to implement handshaking in QDI asynchronous (arithmetic) circuits.
